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Introduction 

White Rock Neighbourhood Ventures (WRNV) is a locally rooted developer. Our mission is to establish fair and inclusive models of neighbourhood 

development, hinging on three principles –  

• Capped rents – only rising with inflation to provide people with the security they need to thrive  

• Community self-management – tenants are selected for their willingness to contribute to shaping the building and neighbourhood for the 

common good  

• Long-term community ownership – once in a steady state, the building will pass to full community ownership to ensure it is safeguarded for 

local people for ever 

 

We’re not alone in this mission. We work alongside other organisations – Heart of Hastings CLT, Project Art Works, Living Rents and the Alley 

Association, who share our values and commitment to inclusive, bottom up regeneration.  Together, we act as custodian freeholders for several 

buildings and spaces in White Rock, Hastings, and aim to nurture this small neighbourhood to help people, business, arts, culture and active 

citizenship to thrive. 

Our first building, Rock House, was bought in 2014 and developed in phases from an 9-storey empty office block into a mixed use, capped rent 

space for living and working. It is now home to 44 businesses and 80 workspace tenants alongside 10 residential tenants. Its sustained success is 

proving that there is a better way to own and manage property – by charging fair rents and intentionally sharing the opportunities buildings can 

present to transform places and lives. 

The Observer Building is Rock House’s direct neighbour. Often cited as the rotting heart of Hastings town centre, the building has been derelict 

for 34 years, though it has had 14 different owners and nearly as many planning permissions. With 7 empty floors totalling 4000 m2, the 

opportunity is huge.  

Key Project Objectives  

• Bring the building into productive use after 34 years of dereliction 

• Create spaces for work, living, leisure, culture and community action 

• Squeeze the building for life-changing opportunities – jobs, training, work experience, incubation, mentoring, enterprise support, etc – 

both through the renovation and in the uses of the building 

• Play an active role in the ecosystem to support the immediate neighbourhood to be the best it can be while taking action to prevent the 

displacement and sterilisation too often associated with neighbourhood improvement  
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Planned uses of the building 

To achieve these objectives, the Observer will be 

renovated into a mixed use building similar to 

Rock House but on a bigger scale with: 

• 16 capped rent flats on floors 2 and 3 

• 1 floor of open plan capped rent co-

working space 

• 3 floors of publicly open space offering a 

vibrant mix of inclusive leisure and 

learning uses 

• A community roof garden served by a 

bar/cafe 
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BRIEF FOR LEISURE OPERATORS 

The Observer Building is seeking a leisure operator with significant expertise, enthusiasm and financial backing to help us build a healthy, inclusive 

leisure offer for local people. 

The operator would take a long lease on a portion of the Alley Level floor, and potentially a portion of the mezzanine floor if desirable. 

We’re looking for operators offering inclusive and healthy leisure activities (e.g. climbing centre, gym, circus school, escape rooms, bouldering, 

paintballing, archery/hammer throwing, adventure games)   

This is the opportunity to acquire a rare town centre space benefiting from double height ceilings and develop your business in a distinctive part of 

town undergoing extensive community-led regeneration. There will also be an active effort to support independent businesses in leisure, food and 

drink to establish themselves along the alleyway. 

In three years, the immediate area will be a lively urban commons mixing homes and leisure, learning and creative businesses. The diverse offer 

will attract visitors from Hastings and beyond, but crucially the area will be protected from rent rises and instability through stable community 

ownership and capped rents. 

Being an anchor tenant 

As an anchor tenant you will play an active and formal role in the development of the whole building, especially the alley level. You will become 

part of our team and work alongside us to make decisions on how the spaces are being regenerated. 

The chosen tenant would meet the same criteria as all White Rock Neighbourhood Ventures tenants: 

• They will demonstrate that they need affordable space 

• They will be locally connected employing, procuring, contributing and/or living locally. Read more here on how we assess for local 
connection 

• They will be enthusiastic about the ethos of WRNV and the neighbourhood (community self-management, creating local social impact, DIY 
regeneration, collaboration, continuous learning) 

• They will be willing to contribute to the physical and social upkeep of the spaces and the neighbourhood. 
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Social Value Outputs 

The social value outputs the leisure operator can bring to the project will help the Observer Building meet its core objectives and will be essential  

criteria for progressing with this opportunity. Outputs will depend on the proposed activities of any applying organisation. We welcome an open 

discussion on what is most relevant to the skills and expertise of your team, how it overlaps or relates to your existing work and what is reasonable 

for you to deliver. Please note that proposed outputs should be specific and measurable and we will require you to be able to evidence these 

deliverables, via a service level agreement linked to your lease. 

The below are a starting point for discussion only so please do not let it put you off if you feel you have a proposal on how to vary the criteria or 

outputs whilst still achieving the intended objectives.  

• offering opportunities for local residents: 

o work experience 

o employment 

o trainee opportunities. 

• active commitment to prioritise local suppliers and employ locally  

• concessions for isolated or vulnerable groups e.g. pensioners, people in receipt of benefits, veterans, students, Rock House / Heart of 

Hastings CLT housing tenants  

• partnerships with community stakeholders which may include: 

o community groups 

o local schools 

o local training providers, including colleges 

o services in the council. 

• a social value events programme focussed on cultural and/or community groups, which could include, for example, events run outside of 

operational hours to support local people into work and space for local community groups to run events. 
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Space offer 

We are offering the Alley Hall – the largest space at the alley level of the building - and potentially a portion of the mezzanine floor if desirable. 

Alley Level Hall 

• Approx. 220 m2, ceiling height 4.34m 
• Rent for the first 24 months - between £80-100 per m2 pa annum  
• After 24 months, the final capped rent will be between £120 - £160 per m2 per annum 
• Service charge - £61 per m2 per annum (more info about how this is calculated available on request)  
• Floor plans are available at https://theobserverbuilding.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/OB-Basement-Floor-Areas-26thOct18-1.pdf  

Mezzanine  

• Size of space on offer to be decided – this floor is currently being designed by our architects and will have lettable spaces available in the 
form of smaller to medium size units, perhaps suitable for a yoga studio or small gym. The floor will also feature toilets for the leisure floors, 
plant and bike storage.   

• Various rents to be determined depending on size of unit and use. 
• Service charge - £61 m2 per annum (more info about how this is calculated available on request)  
• Floor plans are available at https://theobserverbuilding.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/OB-Mezzanine-Floor-Areas-19thOct18-1.pdf  
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Images 

Alley main hall 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

View of the Mezzanine level    

 

                   Left: Alley main hall door 
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Mezzanine  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

The Alley  
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Condition and Planned Works 

The leisure operator will be selected for their ability to bring funds to pay for fit out for the proposed uses. The leased spaces will be made safe 
and offered in a shell and core condition.  

The Observer Building is in a relatively poor condition owing to over 30 years of dereliction and is consistent with a poorly maintained building in a 
marine environment. However, surveys have concluded the building does not appear to have suffered any significant structural distress beyond 
concern for the concrete frame, which was fully repaired this year. Structural work is continuing on the roof and facades over the winter into spring 
2020, and beyond.  

WRNV then proposes a phased approach to fit out and opening of the various spaces in the building, with an estimated timeline of:  

 

>> PHASE 1a - Renovation to first occupancy 
November 2019 – Summer 2020  
Focus on anchor tenant (leisure activity) in the alley main hall and the co-working spaces on the first floor. 

 

>> PHASE 1b – Renovation for leisure spaces and workspace 
May 2020 - ?* 
Investing in critical M&E, access, and window repairs, to bring the lower four floors into full use as completed co-working spaces on the first floor 
and as spaces for inclusive leisure and learning activities on the ground, mezzanine and alley level floors.  

 

>> Phase 2 - Renovation for housing & roof garden 
?* – May 2022 
Transform floors 2 and 3 into 16 capped rent homes and develop a roof garden with partial covering and bar/common room on floor 4.  

 

*subject to funding availability  
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How to Apply 

1. Information 
Have a look through this document for information on the offer, criteria, application process and possible outputs. If you have any questions about 
any of the information please don’t hesitate to get in touch via info@theob.org.uk 

2. Visit the Space 
Come and have a look around. See these unique spaces available for yourself & meet us at the same time. Please email us to arrange a site visit. 

3. Proposal and application form 
Complete a commercial tenant application form (available from info@theob.org.uk) and submit a proposal to info@theob.org.uk by 9am 15th 
December 2019. Proposals should be no more than 8 A4 pages and as a minimum should outline: 

• Track record, experience and capacity 
• Proposed use, including evidence of local need for these uses, and locations within the Observer Building 
• Added community value 
• Programme for delivery (during setup and operation) 
• Financial offer to WRNV 

 
4. Offer of Space 

We will work with the chosen operator to inform the evolving designs for the spaces in question. Once an agreement on Heads of Terms has been 
achieved, legal advisers for each party (fees paid by the respective party) will progress to lease drafting.  

5. Move in 
Upon granting of the lease, the operator is free to access the leased space and commence fitout. Please note, any works will be concurrent with 
construction works on the rest of the building and programming, access and H&S will be overseen by the WRNV team. 
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Timeline 

Call for leisure operators released 15th November 2019 
Deadline for applications 15th December 2019 
Applications assessed w/c 6 January 2020 
Due Diligence process February 2020 
Design team reviews of evolving design March/April 2020 
Heads of terms agreed April 2020 
Lease signed May 2020 
Leisure operator moves into space/ commences fitout May/June/July 2020 

Criteria for selection:  

• High quality product, service or idea including demonstrable track record 
• Confidence in the operator’s ability to finance fitout costs, and keep up with rent payments  
• A proposed programme of activity which brings a vibrant, visible and active use of the space, in line with the Project Objectives 
• Demonstrable local demand, across multiple demographics, and positive contribution to the local area  
• Ability to deliver and measure outputs that contribute to the Social Value Outputs. 

Contact 

If you have any questions about your application please contact Beth Woolf on info@theob.org.uk  


